
8th grade school supplies
4 2-pocket folders in red, blue, green, and black*
4 composition books in red, blue, green, and black
1 pack of Ticonderoga pencils, pre-sharpened preferred
1 pack of colored pencils
Handheld pencil sharpener
Eraser
Pencil case
An academic planner**

* Feel free to substitute different colors, but please match the color of each folder to the color of
one of the composition books. Color-coding is very effective in helping students organize their
learning materials.

**Any notebook or calendar that has dates for the 2020-21 academic year will work, but please
note:

● For students who have organization or time management challenges, a simple monthly
(not weekly or daily) planner or calendar is recommended. Minimizing the number of
pages to flip through helps some students use a planner effectively.

● Students who are more detail-oriented may enjoy using a weekly planner, which is fine.

8th grade health and safety apparel and equipment
Students should bring the following to school each day:
Two clean face masks, one to wear and one to have as a backup in case the first gets wet or
soiled
A full water bottle
Lunch and a small snack
Weather-appropriate clothing for going outside, including waterproof boots (see below)

Students should leave the following at school:
Indoor-only shoes or slippers
A small blanket or pad to sit on outside when it is wet

Students should be prepared to go outside each day even if the
weather is hot, cold, or wet.

Please make sure your child has clothing and gear according to the following guidelines:



Weather What to wear

Hot and sunny ❏ Sunscreen
❏ Hat

Rainy ❏ Waterproof boots
❏ A waterproof outer layer (poncho, rain jacket)
❏ Hat or hood
❏ Optional: umbrella

Cold and wet ❏ Waterproof boots
❏ Wool socks
❏ Hat and gloves
❏ A fleece or wool mid-layer (sweater, hoodie)
❏ A waterproof outer layer (poncho, rain jacket)

Near or below
freezing

❏ Waterproof boots
❏ Wool socks
❏ Hat and gloves
❏ Long underwear
❏ A fleece or wool mid-layer (sweater, hoodie)
❏ An insulated outer layer (winter coat)
❏ Snow pants


